Reciprocal neural connections between the central posterior/prepacemaker nucleus and nucleus G in the gymnotiform fish, Apteronotus leptorhynchus.
The central posterior nucleus of teleost fish is a cluster of neurons in the dorsal thalamus that plays an important role in controlling social behaviors. In the weakly electric gymnotiform fish, Apteronotus leptorhynchus, this nucleus forms a larger complex together with the prepacemaker nucleus, hence called central posterior/prepacemaker nucleus (CP/PPn). This complex is crucially involved in neural control of transient modulations of the electric organ discharge, which occur both spontaneously and in the context of social interactions. This control function is intimately linked to its pattern of connectivity with other brain regions. By employing an in vitro neuronal tract-tracing technique, we have, in the present study, identified a novel reciprocal connection between the CP/PPn and a cell group situated in the region between the ventral thalamus and the inferior lobe. Despite the previous interpretation by other authors of this cell group as the glomerular nucleus, the lack of a projection of this nucleus to the hypothalamus, as also demonstrated in the present investigation, makes such a homology unlikely. We, therefore, interpret this nucleus as a brain structure of unknown homology in other teleosts and suggest 'nucleus G' to identify it.